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Recent Delaware Court Rulings Highlight
Need for Review of Director Indemnification
Arrangements
Two recent Delaware Chancery Court decisions stress

former directors. Subsequent to Bohnen’s resigna-

the need for private equity funds to consider imple-

tion, Troy filed an action against Bohnen alleging var-

menting and/or expanding indemnification arrange-

ious breaches of fiduciary duty. When the company

ments for portfolio company directors.

refused to advance legal fees to Bohnen based on
the recent amendment to its bylaws, Bohnen brought

Schoon v. Troy Corporation: Court Allows

an action to compel advancement of expenses.

Retroactive Repeal of Director Advancement
Rights

The Schoon court held that Bohnen was not entitled to

In Schoon v. Troy Corporation, the Delaware Court

fee advancement because his rights did not vest until

of Chancery held that the rights of former direc-

the time at which a claim was actually made against

tors to advancement of legal fees can be elimi-

him, even if the actions (or omissions) giving rise to the

nated by the corporation, even after the occurrence

claim occurred prior to the bylaw amendment, when

of the events or actions giving rise to the claim. In

his right to advancement still existed. Thus, under

Schoon, during the director’s (Bohnen’s) tenure on

Schoon, until such time as formal litigation is brought

the company’s (Troy’s) board, the company’s bylaws

against a director, the director has no vested legal

permitted advancement of legal expenses to cur-

right to advancement, and such rights can be lawfully

rent and former directors. After Bohnen resigned,

terminated at any point prior to the commencement

Troy amended its bylaws to eliminate this benefit for

of a proceeding against the director.
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Levy v. HLI Operating Company, Inc.: Directors Are Not

The Levy court held that the directors were not entitled to

Entitled to Payment of Expenses for Unsuccessful

indemnification for monies paid on their behalf by the private

Indemnification Claim; Private Equity Fund Can Wind

equity fund. As their obligations were paid in full by the fund,

Up as Primary Indemnitor With Limited Recovery

they did not suffer an out-of-pocket loss, and thus they had no

Right

right to bring an indemnification action against the corporation.

The Delaware Court of Chancery held in Levy v. HLI Operating

Further, notwithstanding language in each director’s indem-

Company, Inc. that, as a matter of Delaware law, a director is

nification agreement to the contrary, under Delaware law, a

not entitled to payment of his or her fees and expenses (so-

company is not permitted to bear the expenses of a direc-

called “fees on fees”) incurred while pursuing an indemnifica-

tor’s unsuccessful claim for indemnification, and as a result,

tion claim against the corporation if the outcome of the suit

the directors were required to reimburse HLI for the expenses

is unsuccessful, even if the corporation had provided such

already advanced. Finally, the court determined that the direc-

benefit to the directors in their indemnification agreement.

tors could not bring an indemnification action against the

Further, once a director has been indemnified by a third

company in order to reimburse the fund; rather, the court held

party, such as a private equity fund, the director cannot seek

that the fund could bring an equitable contribution cause of

indemnification from the company on behalf of such third

action against the company, which would result in the fund

party seeking reimbursement; rather, the third party may pur-

being reimbursed only for HLI’s equitable share of the $4.8 mil-

sue a contribution claim against the company.

lion payment—a far cry from being made whole.

In Levy, the directors had entered into indemnification agree-

Lessons Learned

ments with the company (HLI), which provided that HLI would
advance expenses in connection with any suit that the direc-

These two cases raise a host of issues for PE funds. Some PE

tors brought to enforce their rights to indemnification, regard-

funds have not entered into indemnification agreements with

less of whether the directors prevailed in such litigation. In

portfolio company directors. Perhaps they should. Other PE

addition, some of the directors on the HLI board were serv-

funds have included indemnification obligations in the man-

ing as representatives of the private equity fund that had

agement agreements entered into between the PE fund and

invested in HLI, and thus had separate indemnification agree-

the portfolio company, but these provisions may not cover out-

ments with the fund as well. In connection with various secu-

side directors. The Schoon holding should serve as a wake-up

rities fraud claims brought against the directors, certain of

call to any director who does not have a contractual indemnifi-

the directors settled for $4.8 million, which amount was paid

cation right. However, for those PE funds that have made use

by the fund. The directors then sought indemnification from

of director indemnification agreements, the Levy decision cau-

HLI, and when the company refused, the directors sued HLI.

tions private equity funds to think twice before actually making

Initially, the company advanced expenses to the directors in

indemnification payments on behalf of their principals who sit

connection with their indemnification claim against HLI, but

on portfolio company boards.

upon learning that the fund had paid the settlement amount
on behalf of the directors, HLI ceased advancing fees and
demanded reimbursement for expenses already advanced.
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Lawyer Contacts

In order to avoid the outcome in Levy, we suggest that PE
funds review the governing documents of their portfolio companies and any indemnification arrangements previously

For further information, please contact your principal Firm

implemented and consider adding language providing that:

representative or one of the lawyers listed below. General
e-mail messages may be sent using our “Contact Us” form,
which can be found at www.jonesday.com.

• The company is the primary indemnitor, and any indemnification or advancement obligation of the fund is secondary;

Denise A. Carkhuff
1.216.586.1079

• The company is responsible for any and all losses,

dcarkhuff@jonesday.com

expenses, fees, penalties, fines, judgments, etc., in connection with an indemnifiable claim, irrespective of any rights

Charles W. Hardin, Jr.

that the director may have against the fund; and

216.586.7084
charleswhardin@jonesday.com

• The company waives, and releases the fund from, any
claims for contribution, subrogation, or any other recovery

David P. Porter

of any kind.

1.216.586.7215
dporter@jonesday.com

Further, the indemnification arrangements should provide
that any payments that are made by a fund do not affect any
of the foregoing provisions, and in such event, the fund has a

Brette S. Simon

right of contribution and/or subrogation against the company

1.213.243.2503

to the extent of any such payment.

bsimon@jonesday.com

Finally, upon an exit from a portfolio company, PE funds
should include a covenant in the sale agreement prohibiting
the amendment of the indemnity provisions included in the
governing documents of the portfolio company. In addition,
while a buyer is almost certain to require the management
agreement to be terminated as a condition to the sale, the
indemnification obligations can survive such a termination.
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